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Hi all, 

 

How many people use the centre rail as the power source for an s88 contact? 

 

I use this method a lot as it is cheap and very quick to do. The main advantage using this method is you 

can locate these contacts any where, such as points where you don't want to cut the outside rail at all and 

spoil an expensive item. I also use this method to plan s88 contact locations for new layouts. 

 

Update: Since first posting this tip I have used the centre rail contact more often and thought I should give 

some examples where this method can be used. 

 

I monitor the centre rail of all turntable stalls to locate the turntable position and to monitor when the 

correct stall is reached. The method is also used for the transfer table. 

 

All points (switches) are monitored to ensure that the frog is set to the correct position, as this is to 

overcome mechanical problems if the frog jams. If a problem occurs I can stop the loco or I can HALT 

the entire system. 

 

In the shunting yards I have a contact positioned just after the point so as the train is being backed on to 

the selected line the contact will be activated only when the loco reaches it then I use the Telex uncoupler 

to separate the wagons from the locomotive. 

 

CONSTRUCTION METHOD:- 
 

1. Using solid copper wire with an approximate diameter of 1.1mm (0.043") cut to a length of 45mm 

(1.75") Hint I use house hold wire used to wire the plug outlet. 

2. Bend the copper wire into a square U shape with the dimension 6mm (0.25") across the bottom of 

the U. 

3. Cut a small piece of wood (I use a paddle pop stick or ice lolly stick) to (length x width x 

thickness) 13 x 4 x 2mm  (0.5" x 0.156" x 0.078") 

4. Place the wood insert between the sleepers and drill two 2mm (0.078") holes centrally located and 

6mm (0.25") apart through the wood insert and baseboard. 

5. Paint the wood insert a matt black 

6. Insert the copper U shaped wire into the holes and connect to an s88. 

7. The copper wire should sit just be above the centre rail stud so the loco slider will make contact 

with the copper wire, don't have the wire to high above the centre stud. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As always enjoy your hobby. 


